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1.0 Abstract
The Digital Library Research Laboratory (DLRL) has collected billions of tweets over the course
of years. They have been organized into collections. This data was collected from various
research projects and using different data collection methods. The DLRL aims to consolidate this
data so the Library can provide a service that allows the campus to easily access and use this
data.
Our job was to make new files, to convert these tweets into a unified format, and to provide
suitable collection information as well as mappings between tweets and collections by converting
these tweets into a unified JSON format. To do this, we devised an individual tweet schema that
all of the data collection types can be converted to. There were three data collection types that
each store the data in different ways: Social Feed Manager (SFM), yourTwapperKeeper (YTK),
and Digital Methods Initiative Twitter Capture and Analysis Toolset (DMI-TCAT). We designed
this schema to take into account the three different tweet types, as well as the official Twitter
version 2 schema. Additionally, we were asked to come up with a collection-level schema that
includes a list of all of the tweet IDs that are included in a collection. This allows one to
determine which tweets belong to each collection. We made the collection level schema to
reflect the one used by the events archive site, with an additional list that stores all of the tweet
IDs in the collection.
We were also tasked with writing scripts to convert the old data to the new schema that we
devise. After taking our client’s input and our team’s experience into consideration, we
determined that Python would be the best language to use. Thus, we made a Python script for
each data type that would convert each collected tweet into the new unified schema. We also
made separate scripts that went through all of the tweet collections and generated a collection
level schema. Separate scripts had to be made because SFM, YTK, and DMI-TCAT all stored
their data differently. For example, SFM exports into JSON files, while YTK and DMI-TCAT
data is stored in databases. Additionally, the fields and data that YTK and DMI-TCAT store are
different in both content and scope.
In total, we have six conversion scripts, and one script to aid in the reading of DMI-TCAT data
due to its complexity. These scripts, along with the schemas, are our deliverables. They are
available for use in a Gitlab repository that is hosted by Virginia Tech. We think the work we
have done can be built on to fully complete this project. The individual tweet converters were
completely finished this semester. This leaves only the collection-level converters to be
completed, by finding a way to include the collection metadata in the SFM and DMI-TCAT
collection converters.
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2.0 Introduction
DLRL has collected billions of tweets from various research projects that cover a diverse range
of collections. The data were collected using different tools, each of which generates a different
style of data representation. The Library hopes to provide a service that can afford easy access to
all the data.

2.1 Objective
Our primary objective was to unify the existing data from different sources into a common
standard that can be flexibly digested for different service models. The goal of this project was to
convert tweet data that exists in MySQL databases (YTK, DMI-TCAT) or JSON files (SFM) to
comply with a newly designed JSON schema [1][2][3]. This new schema would need to be based
on the Twitter tweet object standard. Another objective was to devise a JSON schema that
describes each collection, and to provide a way to programmatically create these collection-level
JSONs. Finally, we were to provide the Library with converted tweet data and created collection
metadata.

2.2 Deliverables
The purpose of this project is to allow for ease of access by all students and faculty at Virginia
Tech to the tweet data collected across various projects over the previous decade. To achieve
this, the following deliverables were produced:
1. An individual tweet schema that works for all of the different tweets, in three different
systems and their respective set of collections, that describes many aspects of the tweets
2. A tweet collection schema that describes the collection level information and a mapping
schema to preserve the connection between tweet and collection
3. Three Python scripts that can convert SFM, YTK, and DMI-TCAT tweets to the new
individual tweet schema
4. Three Python scripts that can summarize SFM, YTK, and DMI-TCAT tweets on the
collection level
Additional details about each script can be found in Sections 5 and 7.

2.3 Client
The client for our project is Xinyue Wang, a research assistant at Virginia Tech for the Digital
Library Research Laboratory. He has a background in digital library systems. He has been
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guiding us throughout this project by providing us resources and directions. This project will
ultimately be delivered to Bill Ingram, Assistant Dean and Director of Information Technology
services for University Libraries at Virginia Tech.

2.4 Team
Our team consists of Yash Bhargava, Daniel Burdisso, Pranav Dhakal, Anna Herms, and
Kenneth Powell. Yash and Daniel are seniors in Data Science. Pranav, Anna, and Kenneth are
seniors in Computer Science.
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3.0 Requirements
We needed to fulfill several requirements in order to satisfactorily complete the project. These
requirements are detailed in the subsections below.

3.1 Individual Tweet Schema
For the individual tweet schema to be useful, several important requirements must be met. One
important requirement is that the most important and most used fields in each of the three input
data sources (YTK, SFM, and DMI-TCAT) should be present in the final schema. If important
fields are missing, this removes a great deal of the benefit from compiling these input data
sources into a final schema. A few examples of the many fields the client considers important
include the full text of the tweet and a significant portion of the user data, and it is mandatory
that these fields be included in the final schema.
For both the individual tweet schema and the collection-level tweet schema, the schema should
be represented in a readable, standardized format. Additionally, for each field it should specify
the field name, the data type that can be stored in the field, and whether the field is nullable (i.e.,
can be set to null). Subfields of JSON objects and elements of JSON lists should be displayed as
well.

3.2 Collection-Level Tweet Schema
One important requirement for this project is to produce a collection-level schema. This is a
specification for the structure of a JSON object designed to store the important information
related to a single tweet collection. The collection-level tweet schema will be much simpler than
the individual tweet schema, but there are still important requirements that a successful
implementation of this part must meet. The project specification explicitly states that this schema
must “describe collection level information and contain tweet IDs.” Collection level information
can include the number of tweets in the collection, the collection type, the collection description,
and similar data. As requested by the client, a list of all of the tweet IDs that are included in the
collection will also be in the schema. This will allow us to keep track of which tweet belongs to
which collection.

3.3 Converted Tweet Data
There are several requirements that successfully converted tweet data must meet. One important
one is that the tweet data should be consistent with the schemas, such that fields are included in
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the tweets if and only if the schema mentions them. If this requirement is not met, using our
converted data will not meet user needs.
Additionally, we should minimize the amount of effort required to successfully access attributes
in our data. One important way we can do this is to consistently represent missing fields as being
in the JSON object but assigned a value of null, rather than simply omitting them. This way, the
user can use a simpler check to determine if a field is missing and avoid accidental exceptions
that would occur when trying to access a field that does not exist.
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4.0 Design

Figure 1: Basic design of our project

The goal of this project is to convert data that exists in MySQL databases or JSON files into a
newly designed JSON schema. We needed to design a new tweet schema as a master template, as
well as a collection-level JSON schema that describes collection level information. The team
then needed to extract and convert the existing data according to these newly designed schemas.

4.1 Schema Design
As shown in Figure 1, our design required a JSON master template. To come up with this
schema, it was recommended to us that we look at the fields in both the SFM schema and the
Twitter v2 schema [4]. This allows us to keep important SFM fields that may not be present in
the smaller YTK and DMI-TCAT forms. Additionally, by also looking at Twitter’s official
schema, we can be sure that our schema includes fields that Twitter uses in their API and deems
important. However, some fields were not included despite being in the Twitter v2 schema.
Examples of these non-included fields are promoted metrics, organic metrics, and non-public
metrics [4]. These were not included in the final schema because none of these fields were
present in any of the collected tweet forms. The final individual tweet schema we came up with,
and the input fields from which each of the final fields is derived, can be seen in Table 1.
SFM schema

DMI-TCAT schema

YTK schema

contributors
created_at

Final schema
contributors

created_at

created_at

created_at

display_text_range[0]

display_text_range.start

display_text_range[1]

display_text_range.end
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entities.hashtags

entities.hashtags

entities.media

entities.media

entities.media.url

entities.media.url

entities.media.id_str

entities.media.id

entities.urls

entities.urls

entities.user_mentions

entities.user_mentions

place.country

geo.country

geo.coordinates[0]

geo.lat

geo_coordinates_0

geo.latitude

geo.coordinates[1]

geo.lng

geo_coordinates_1

geo.longitude

geo.type

geo.type

Id

id

geo.type
id_str

id (BigInteger)

in_reply_to_screen_name

in_reply_to_screen_name

in_reply_to_user_id_str

in_reply_to_user_id

in_reply_to_status_id_str

in_reply_to_status_id

is_quote_status

is_quote_status

lang

lang

metadata.iso_language_code

lang
iso_language_code

lang_iso_code

metadata.result_type

result_type

favorite_count (is this for the tweet
or user?)
favorite_count

metrics.favorite_count

retweet_count

retweet_count

metrics.retweet_count

source (HTML tag - will have to
extract the exact source)

source

source

source

full_text

text

Text

text

user.contributors_enabled

user.contributors_enabled

user.created_at

user.created_at

user.default_profile

user.default_profile

user.default_profile_image

user.default_profile_image

user.description

user.description

user.follow_request_sent

user.follow_request_sent

user.geo_enabled

user.geo_enabled

user.id_str

from_user_id (BigInteger)

from_user_id

user.id

user.favorites_count

user.metrics.favorites_count

user.followers_count

user.metrics.followers_count

user.friends_count

user.metrics.friends_count

user.statuses_count

user.metrics.statuses_count

user.listed_count

user.metrics.listed_count

user.has_extended_profile

user.has_extended_profile

user.is_translation_enabled

user.is_translation_enabled

user.is_translator

user.is_translator

user.lang

user.lang
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user.location
user.name

user.location
from_user_real_name

user.real_name

user.notifications
user.screen_name

user.notifications
from_user_name

user.screen_name

user.time_zone

user.time_zone

user.translator_type

user.translator_type

user.url

user.url

user.utc_offset

user.utc_offset

user.verified

user.verified

user.withheld_in_countries

user.withheld_in_countries

Table 1: Individual tweet schema.

The final column of Table 1 lists the fields included in our final JSON schema, while each of the
other columns lists the field in each data source mapped to the corresponding final schema field.
In JSON schemas, the notation ‘field1.field2’ refers to the field named ‘field2’ nested within the
JSON object field named ‘field1’ (e.g., “field1”: {“field2”: field2val}). An empty cell means that
there is no corresponding field in that input format, and during conversion each tweet object
from that input format will receive a value of null for that field.
In addition to the individual tweet schema, we also designed a collection-level JSON schema for
storing the data relevant to an entire collection of tweet objects; see Table 2. This collection-level
schema will store the name, unique ID, and description of the collection. Additionally, it will
store a list of all of the tweet IDs that are included in the collection, and a count of how many
there are. This allows one to find which tweet belongs to which collection.
SFM schema

YTK schema

DMI-TCAT schema

Final schema

Found in linked collection table
csv file

id

Found in linked collection table
csv file

description

Total # of tweets found

Total # of tweets found

Total # of tweets found

count

List of all found “tweet_id”
fields

List of all found “tweet_id”
fields

List of all found ”tweet_id”
fields

tweet_ids

Deduped list of all found
“hashtag” fields

List of keywords from archives
table

Deduped list of all found
“hashtag” fields

collection_terms

Found in linked collection table
csv file

wikipedia

Found in linked collection table

create_time
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csv file
Total retweet count of all tweets

Total retweet count of all tweets

metrics.retweet_count

Total like count of all tweets

Total like count of all tweets

metrics.like_count

Table 2: Collection-level schema.

The conventions used in Table 2 are the same as those used for Table 1. However, in some cases
here the value for the final schema wasn’t simply copied from an input data field, so we gave a
short verbal description of how the value was calculated.

4.2 Script Design
The chosen design of this project is described in Figure 1. Our design focuses on Python scripts
that will convert the collected data into the new schema we create. While we could have chosen
any method of converting the data, we chose to use Python because it was recommended by the
client and we were all comfortable using it already.
We also chose to use six separate Python scripts, one individual tweet script and one collectionlevel script for each input data format, even though the data being output by the scripts is in the
same two schemas. This is because most of the code in the scripts is used to access fields within
the SFM, YTK, or DMI-TCAT input tweet objects. This attribute access code differs
significantly across the three formats due to their widely different structures (for instance, one is
in JSON while the other two are database tables). Therefore, the approach of three separate
scripts can be accomplished with minimal code redundancy.
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4.3 Discarded Fields
The SFM collection had significantly more fields than both the DMI-TCAT and YTK collections
with many of these fields not providing much use in the individual schema. YTK also had some
fields that were not needed or provided little information. These fields were determined to not
be included and were discarded as a result. Table 3 shows a list of these discarded fields along
with the reason they were discarded.
Field

Source

Reason

archivesource

YTK

Field that indicates the
collection is not necessary due to
the collection level metadata.

to_user_id

YTK / DMI-TCAT

Field that indicates to what user
a tweet is replying to is not
relevant to the project.

profile_image_url

YTK / DMI-TCAT

Field indicating the URL of
where the image originated not
relevant to the project.

time

YTK

This is a duplicate of a YTK’s
created_time field in a different
format

display_text_range

SFM

Field representing the number of
spaces the tweet text took up is
not relevant to the project.

entities.symbols

SFM

Contained fields with extraneous
information not relevant to the
project.

extended_entities

SFM

Many fields (entities, quoted
status) had an additional
“extended_entities” subfield that
had fields that were repeated
elsewhere, or were extraneous
information.

Table 3: Discarded fields from individual schema
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5.0 Implementation
Our implementation of this project involves several important software components. For each of
the three input data formats (SFM, YTK, and DMI-TCAT), there is one converter for individual
tweets. Each of the converters takes the form of a Python script that accepts an input data file or
MySQL database and outputs a set of converted JSON tweets in the new schema. This is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Visual workflow of individual tweet converters

We also have collection-level scripts that can take as input a tweet collection or set of tweet
collections and, for each input collection, output one JSON object containing fields that
summarize that collection. How these collection-level scripts work is outlined in Figure 3. This
object will contain fields like a collection ID and a description if this information can be deduced
from the input collections, as well as other data such as a list of included tweet IDs.
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Figure 3: Visual workflow of collection-level converters

One useful technique to reduce the amount of boilerplate code in these scripts is to create empty
template JSON objects that have the correct structure and field names but have their fields set to
null. To avoid having to set many fields to null manually if they were missing from the input
data, we had our scripts copy an empty object and then fill in only the non-null fields. This was
especially useful for the YTK and DMI-TCAT scripts because these schemas are missing many
of the fields present in our final schema.
Additionally, we wrote the converter scripts to consistently output their JSON data with a single
JSON object per line. There are a number of advantages to this approach:
● An arbitrary tweet object can easily be parsed simply by seeking to a line in the output
JSON file, reading in the line, and parsing it.
● Corruption in an input data file over a small number of lines has a localized effect, only
making the tweet objects in the affected lines unreadable. In contrast, if all the tweet
objects were stored in one JSON list, the entire file would essentially become unreadable
because the attempt to read in the list would fail.
● Our output datasets can easily be combined by simply appending one file to the end of
another.
● Since each line in the file is a syntactically valid JSON object, one can move the first k
objects to another file by copying the first k lines of the source file to the destination file.
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● The one-object-per-line format is already how SFM represents their JSON data, so we
know there is good precedent for this format, and SFM users will be accustomed to it.

5.1 SFM Individual Tweet Converter Implementation
This project’s SFM converter module takes an input file containing JSON SFM tweet objects and
outputs a stream of tweet objects in the new schema. It consists of a single Python script. To
perform the conversion, the converter script reads in the JSON file it was passed. The SFM file
contains one JSON object per line, so the script uses the Python JSON library to load in each line
of the input file as an SFM JSON tweet object. Each relevant field is copied over to a new tweet
object in the new schema.
In the original SFM tweet object there are often missing fields, which are either represented as
fields assigned the value null or as fields that do not appear in the original JSON object at all. For
each of these cases, the SFM converter specifies that the corresponding field in the new schema
is missing by including a field in the output JSON object but assigning it to null. For example, if
the “contributors” field is missing from the input SFM tweet or it is null, the SFM converter will
include a null field called “contributors” in the output JSON object. Missing list fields are
assigned an empty list instead of null so that a special case in user code isn’t needed for an
empty/missing list.
After conversion, the dump() method of the JSON object is invoked while ensuring that the
keyword argument ensure_ascii is set to false. This is to allow Unicode characters to be rendered
correctly. Finally, each new schema JSON object is written to standard output, while standard
output is redirected to a file designated for converted JSON tweets.
Figure 4 is a screenshot showing part of the sample SFM input without pretty-printing:

Figure 4: SFM input screenshot
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Figure 5 is a screenshot showing part of the current output of the SFM converter without prettyprinting, when a different SFM tweet other than that depicted in Figure 4 was converted.

Figure 5: New schema output screenshot

They look similar, since both are in JSON format, but there are differences in the field structure.

5.2 SFM Collection-Level Converter Implementation
The collection-level converter implementation is simpler than the implementation of the
individual tweet converter, since the collection-level schema is less complex. The script reads in
the input SFM file it was passed. It iterates through each tweet in the input file. For each tweet,
the script increments the count of the number of tweets it has seen, appends the tweet ID to a list,
and updates the cumulative count of certain metrics such as the total number of retweets and
likes. It also tracks the number of unique hashtags it has seen, using a set to efficiently store a
duplicate-free collection. These fields are then assigned to the appropriate collection-level fields
in an output JSON object and the object is dumped to standard output. The user can use output
redirection to store the object in a file.

5.3 YTK Individual Tweet Converter Implementation
The YTK converter converts each collection of tweets in YTK and outputs a stream of individual
tweet objects in the new schema, in a JSON file containing each tweet in that collection. YTK
data is originally stored in MySQL, so because of that the data file is read in using MySQL, and
then the information is pulled from each individual tweet, and then it is converted into the new
JSON schema. Each relevant field is copied over to a new tweet object in the new schema. Any
value that is specified in the new schema but could not be found in the YTK tweet is set to a null
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value in the new tweet object. Most of the fields in the output are null due to the limited number
of fields available from YTK, and some fields are not useful for the output.
Figure 6 is a screenshot of one example of a collection with what fields it contains and its type.

Figure 6: Screenshot of the YTK collection’s table organization

5.4 YTK Collection-Level Converter Implementation
The YTK collection-level conversion script is a simpler implementation than the individual
conversion script. This is because the collection level converter does not need to access any
fields from the individual tweets with the exception of the tweet ID. YTK, unlike SFM and
DMI-TCAT, contains collection level information linking tables to collection terms. This
information can be found in the YTK “archives” table with each collection listed therein
referenced by an ID corresponding to a separate table. The script takes one argument and
outputs all collections to a single JSON file.
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The script takes advantage of the additional tables contained by YTK describing collection level
information for each table. The tables containing the actual tweet objects are labeled with a z
followed by an underscore and an ID number. The three other tables available are called
archives, processes, and rawstream. The archives table lists the keywords used to gather each of
the separate data collections as well as the corresponding ID used in naming the tweet collection
tables. Figure 7 shows these tables from the YTK tweet data stored in MySQL. Figure 8 shows
the archives table (one of those listed in Figure 7) showing the initial list of keywords used for
the initial set of tweet collections.

Figure 7: Screenshot of tables in YTK sample

Figure 8: Screenshot of archives table in ytk2-eom_all_mysql.sql

The YTK collection level conversion uses another file, Collection_Table_for_IA__rich_collections.csv, which contains a list of known collections available across all three
collection sources and is the file that must be passed as the argument for the script. This file
contains several fields not found in the YTK data such as the collection ID, description,
wikipedia page, and create_time. Figure 9 shows a screenshot of this file. This file can also be
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found at the Virginia Tech Events Archive site or http://eventsarchive.org/ [5]. The script
retrieves these fields from this file as well as the tweet IDs from each of the tweet data tables to
create the final collection level data for each collection. Each keyword from the archives table is
checked to see if available in the list of known collections. For collections with keywords not
found in the list of known collections, collection level data is still created with missing fields for
the collection ID and wikipedia page. The description and created_time fields are filled with the
corresponding fields, description and starting_date respectively, found in the archives table if
available.

Figure 9: Screenshot of known tweet collections [5]

5.5 DMI-TCAT Individual Tweet Converter Implementation
The DMI-TCAT file consists of tweet data broken up into seven different parts, stored in seven
different tables, each with its own unique identifier for that table as well as a tweet ID. DMITCAT data is stored in MySQL, and as a result of that, the data file is read into MySQL, and
afterwards information from each tweet is pulled from the individual tweets, and then converted
into JSON schema. The file that reads in DMI-TCAT data consists of a Python script that takes
in an SQL file and executes queries in that file in order to store the data to a database. After,
another Python script, which connects to the MySQL database, runs some queries in order to
retrieve the necessary fields of a tweet from its respective table. Figure 10 shows a sample
database used and the tables the database contains, from which the script extracts its information.
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Figure 10: Screenshot of tables in DMI_TCAT_sample_Budget2015.gz

Any value that is specified in the schema but could not be found is set to the null value. The
script outputs individual tweet objects following our schema format in a file chosen by the user.
The converter script for DMI-TCAT does take a while for conversion, most likely due to
accessing all the different tables that make up a single tweet object. Figure 11 shows what the
input looks like as well as a sample run of converting 100 tweets.

Figure 11: DMI-TCAT input and time taken screenshot

As shown in Figure 11, the time taken to convert 100 tweets to our schema format was 65
seconds. The converted tweets go to a file called tweet.json. Figure 11 also shows that when the
converter script is run, it asks for username, password, host, and database. These input fields are
specified to MySQL, and the data is read and extracted from the database entered, in this case,
twitter_data_test.
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5.6 DMI-TCAT Collection-Level Converter Implementation
The DMI-TCAT summarizer, summarize_dmi.py, has the same high-level design as the DMITCAT individual tweet converter. It has a simpler implementation because we are only parsing
the tweet IDs and any hashtags or keywords that are included in the tweets. These hashtags and
keywords are stored in the collection_terms field, so they can be accessed easily for any future
research that may be done on the collection. The implementation stores these terms as a set to
ensure that no duplicates are listed. Note that this script is only capable of determining the tweet
IDs and number of tweets for each collection. This is because DMI-TCAT does not store any
collection-level data on its own. This must be added manually or the data should be pulled from
the events archive spreadsheet [5].
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6.0 Testing
We used three distinct techniques for testing the correctness of our converter scripts: unit tests,
validator scripts, and manual inspection. Unit tests were utilized on individual tweets to test
whether an individual input tweet was converted by our code; the resulting JSON object exactly
matched what we expected based on our schema. Validator scripts are scripts that are run on
entire output data files to try and find problems such as incorrect tweet structure and incorrect
types or values for the fields. Finally, we used manual inspection in some cases to further verify
that our tweet conversion produced the expected results.

6.1 SFM Unit Test Implementation
To help ensure the correctness of the SFM converter implementation, we wrote a unit test file to
test specific tweet conversion cases. We used a Python file that utilizes the unittest module so
that the tests could be run on the command line. Figure 12 is an example of the unit test output
when all test cases pass:

Figure 12: Command-line output of SFM unit test run

The test cases are fairly simple, with each consisting of an input SFM tweet object, an output
JSON tweet in the new schema, and an assertion that the former is converted correctly into the
latter. See Figure 13 for an example of such a test case.
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Figure 13: SFM unit test case example

Our test cases primarily focus on testing that the code works properly when fields are excluded,
testing that it works correctly when fields are misspelled, testing that it correctly adds fields that
were missing in the SFM tweet, and making sure that data is copied over correctly on real tweets
with lots of non-null data.

6.2 Individual Tweet Validator Script
As part of testing, we wrote a script that takes a file containing our converted JSON individual
tweet data as input and performs sanity checks on each object in the file using Python assert
statements. For each of the fields that are expected to be in the tweet object, we check the type of
the field, ensuring that it is either the expected field type or null (for missing fields). For
example, the “is_quote_status” field must be Boolean or null. A few fields, such as the hashtags
field, are not permitted to be null (although hashtags can be an empty list), so we check that these
fields are non-null. We also check the type of each element in the list fields. Additionally, we
check that the latitude and longitude values are in their appropriate ranges. This is necessary to
ensure we didn’t accidentally mix up latitude and longitude.
The validator script also checks the tweet structure at the same time it performs the type checks.
This is because, as it accesses each field it tries to type check, it allows any exceptions that might
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result from incorrect structure (e.g., accessing a field that doesn’t exist in the requested part of
the tweet object) to propagate up and terminate the script. The lack of such exceptions indicates
that every tweet object had all the expected fields, organized in the correct way.

6.3 Collection-Level Validator Script
The collection-level validator works similarly to the individual tweet validator in that it takes a
file containing converted data as input and performs sanity checks on each JSON object.
However, the collection-level validator works on collection-level JSON objects rather than ones
for individual tweets. Like the individual tweet validator, this validator ensures that each field is
either of the expected type or null. Similarly, it uses the same tactic of attempting field accesses
and allowing any resulting exceptions to propagate up, so it tests the structure of the tweet object
as well.
In addition to type and structure checks, the collection-level validator checks that the tweet count
field is at least one and that the number of tweet IDs in the tweet ID list matches the tweet count.
It checks that every tweet ID is the string representation of an integer, since every input tweet ID
from our current data is in integer form (although this might have to be edited if anyone
generalizes the ID field in the future). Additionally, it checks that the list of hashtags in the
collection is free of duplicates.

6.4 Manual Inspection
There is another technique we used to test the correctness of our output JSON data. Using
multiple random smaller sets of data from the database or input JSON file, we can manually
compare the input and the intended output of the script to see if it outputs the correct values and
data type for each field for specific tweets. Using many tweets pulled from the database, with
different edge cases, we compare with the output that the script gave us to inspect the expected
result.
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7.0 User’s Manual
7.1 Use Environment Discussion
The command lines specified by the following requirements use the Linux/GitBash versions of
commands; if the user is on a different operating system, alter the command line commands to
that operating system’s equivalent of the commands.

7.2 Use Cases/Tasks Supported
Our codebase is capable of supporting a variety of different tasks, but these can mostly be put
into three categories: data conversion, data validation, and data utilization.

7.2.1 Data Conversion Use Cases/Tasks Supported
The following instructions give detailed instructions on how to perform tweet/collection
conversion using our scripts.

7.2.1.1 SFM Individual Tweet Conversion Use Cases
Given an input SFM file with one JSON object per line (like the sample SFM data we were
given), individual SFM tweets can be converted and stored in a new file using the following
steps:
1. Decide on a file path to which the output JSON objects should be written.
2. Move to the directory of the ‘convert_sfm.py’ script, if you are not there already.
3. Enter the command line ‘python convert_sfm.py [sfm_filepath] > [output_filepath]’,
where [sfm_filepath] is the path to the input SFM file and [output_filepath] is the path to
the new file to which output JSON objects should be written.
4. Open [output_filepath]. There should now be JSON tweet objects in the new schema in
this file, with one object per line.
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To read SFM data and add the converted tweet objects to an existing file without overwriting the
tweet objects in that file, perform the same steps as above, but enter ‘python convert_sfm.py
[sfm_filepath] >> [output_filepath]’ at the command line instead.

7.2.1.2 SFM Collection-Level Conversion Use Cases
Given an input SFM file with one JSON object per line (like the sample SFM data we received),
collection-level metadata can be converted and stored in a new file using the following steps:
1. Get all the SFM tweet data for which you want to create a JSON tweet metadata object
into one file:
a. If the desired tweet data is already in one file, do nothing.
b. If the tweet data is spread across multiple files, use file concatenation to put all
the SFM data into one file. This works because the SFM data is in one object per
line format. There are many possible ways to do file concatenation, but one
method is ‘cat [file2] >> [file1]’. This concatenates [file2] onto the end of [file1].
c. If the tweet data is in a subset of one file, use some form of line selection to put
all the SFM data into one file. This works because the SFM data is in one object
per line format. For one example of how to do this, one can use ‘head -n [nlines]
[file1] > [file2]’ to put the first [nlines] SFM objects from [file1] into [file2]. Note
that this overwrites [file2].
2. Decide on a file path to which the output JSON objects should be written.
3. Move to the directory of the ‘summarize_sfm.py’ script, if you are not there already.
4. Enter the command line ‘python summarize_sfm.py [sfm_filepath] > [output_filepath]’,
where [sfm_filepath] is the path to the input SFM file and [output_filepath] is the path to
the new file to which output JSON objects should be written.
5. Open [output_filepath]. There should now be a JSON collection object in the new schema
in this file on the first line.
Since SFM data comes without collection metadata beyond what can be gleaned from analyzing
the provided tweet objects themselves, the SFM conversion script assumes that the SFM tweets
together in its input file constitute one SFM collection, and the output JSON object it produces is
arranged accordingly.
One important thing to note is that although one run of the SFM collection conversion script only
produces a single JSON object representing a collection, multiple JSON collection-level objects
in the final schema can be moved into one file (by file concatenation, for instance), and the
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‘validate_col_data.py’ script will continue to work. This means that a large amount of collection
metadata can be stored compactly in a way that still facilitates the use of the validator script.

7.2.1.3 YTK Individual Tweet Conversion Use Cases
This script requires YTK data to be stored in a MySQL database. If not already done, the Python
script read_sql.py must be run using “python read_sql.py <ytk_file>”. To use the
ytk_mysql_to_json.py script, the following steps should be followed:
1. Navigate to the directory in which the converter script is located in. Make sure MySQL is
installed.
2. In the terminal, type the command ‘python ytk_mysql_to_json.py’. It will automatically
generate the output files based on each table in the YTK data.
3. When the command is entered, the script will ask for username, password, hostname, and
database. The username and password are for the account of MySQL. Hostname is the
hostname of the connection, and database is the name of where the tweet data is stored. If
all information is entered correctly, the script will print in the terminal “Connection was
successful.” If not, then there will be an error.
4. Once a connection is established, a message will be printed in the terminal saying
“Fetching all the table names...”. The script does take some time depending on the
number of tweets converting as that information is given on Table 11. The script is
finished when the total time taken to do the conversion is displayed along with a message
affirming that this script is finished running.
5. In that same directory, the number of output files in JSON will be generated, with the
name “table_<tablename>” giving the table name that it extracted data from.

7.2.1.4 YTK Collection-Level Conversion Use Cases
This script requires YTK data to be stored in a MySQL database. If not already done, the Python
script read_sql.py must be run with “python read_sql.py <ytk_file>”. To use the ytk_collection
converter.py script, the following steps should be followed:
1. Navigate to the directory where the script is located. Make sure MySQL is installed.
2. Make sure the file Collection_Table_for_IA_-_rich_collections.csv is also in the same
directory.
3. In the terminal, run the command ‘python ytk_collection_converter.py
Collection_Table_for_IA_-_rich_collections.csv’. It will generate an output file with the
collection level data.
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4. When the command is entered, the script will ask for a username, password, and
database. The username and password are for the account for MySQL. Make sure that
the database entered is the same as the database used for the YTK Individual Tweet
Conversion. If all information is entered correctly, the script will print in the terminal
“Going through each collection:” with a percentage next to it. Once this percentage
reaches 100, the script will complete and an output file will be created. Otherwise, an
error message will appear.

7.2.1.5 DMI-TCAT Individual Tweet Conversion Use Cases
This script requires DMI-TCAT data to be stored in a MySQL database. If not already done, the
Python script dmi_reader.py must be run with “python dmi_reader.py <dmi_file>”. To use the
dmi_converter.py script, the following steps should be followed:
1. Navigate to the directory in which the converter script is located in. Make sure MySQL is
installed.
2. In the terminal, run the command ‘python dmi_converter.py <output_file.json>’ where
<output_file.json> represents the file name in which the data is printed. The command
‘python dmi_converter.py’ can also be used, in which case a file with the name ‘dmitcat_ouput.json’ will be automatically generated and will store all the converted data. The
data in this file will be overwritten if it exists.
3. When the command is entered, the script will ask for username, password, hostname, and
database. The username and password are for the MySQL account. Hostname is the
hostname of the connection, and database is the name of where the tweet data is stored. If
all information is entered correctly, the script will print in the terminal “Connection was
successful” and continue to run, otherwise an error message will be raised and printed in
the terminal.
4. Once a connection is established, a message will be printed in the terminal saying
“Converting data into schema…”
a. The script is finished when the total time taken to do the conversion is displayed.
b. The script has a limit on the number of tweets to convert from a given data table,
set in place for testing purposes. To convert all tweets in the database, limits can
be removed by commenting out lines 362-364, and the script will run normally.
It has been assumed that the formats of all databases are the same, meaning that tables in
databases have keywords in order to extract information from.

7.2.1.6 DMI-TCAT Collection-Level Conversion Use Cases
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Like with the DMI-TCAT individual use cases, this script requires the DMI-TCAT data to be
stored in a MySQL database. If not already done, the Python script dmi_reader.py must be run
with “python dmi_reader.py <dmi_file>”. To run the summarize_dmi.py script, the following
steps need to be taken:
1. Navigate to the directory in which the converter script is located in. Make sure MySQL is
installed.
2. In the terminal, run the command ‘python summarize_dmi.py <output_file.json>’ where
<output_file.json> represents the file name in which the data is printed. The command
‘python dmi_converter.py’ can also be used, in which case a file with the name ‘dmitcat_collection_output.json’ will be automatically generated, storing all the converted
data. The data in this file will be overwritten if it exists.
3. When the command is entered, the script will ask for username, password, hostname, and
database. The username and password are for the account of MySQL. Hostname is the
hostname of the connection, and database is the name of where the tweet data is stored. If
all information is entered correctly, the script will print in the terminal “Connection was
successful” and continue to run, otherwise an error message will be raised and printed in
the terminal.
4. Once a connection is established, a message will be printed in the terminal saying
“Converting data into schema…”
c. The script is finished when the total time taken to do the conversion is displayed.

7.2.2 Data Validation Use Cases/Tasks Supported
In addition to generating data, users might be interested in validating the data for correctness.
This is important to detect data corruption or other issues that could be present in a large dataset
without users being aware of it. Additionally, these validator scripts can be used to ensure that
future versions of this codebase continue to produce correct, schema-following tweet and
collection JSON objects.
Suppose the user is interested in validating a file containing JSON objects representing
individual tweets that are supposed to follow the individual tweet schema we created. To validate
the final schema JSON tweet objects in a given file, perform the following steps:
1. Move to the directory containing the ‘validate_ind_data.py’ Python script, if you are not
there already.
2. On the command line, execute ‘python validate_ind_data.py [data_file]’
3. If there is no output, the validator script detected no problems with any of the tweet
objects in the file.
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4. If an assertion failure or exception occurs:
a. At least one tweet object in the input file had a field that didn’t match the schema
in some way. This could be due to the field being missing, being of the wrong
type, being in the wrong place in the JSON object hierarchy, or in some cases
(such as with latitude and longitude) having a value inconsistent with the field’s
logically possible range.
b. Examine the line in the validator script where the exception occurred to determine
what type of failure there was.
Note that for this script to pass without exceptions, the input data must follow the format of one
JSON object per line and contain objects that follow the final individual tweet schema. The file
can contain an arbitrary number of JSON tweet objects. Importantly, the script will work
regardless of what original data source (SFM, YTK, or DMI-TCAT) the tweets were originally
converted from, as long as all the tweets follow our final schema properly. In fact, this script is a
very helpful way to check that future modifications to our conversion scripts result in JSON
objects that have consistent formatting regardless of the source from which they were converted.
Suppose the user is interested in validating a file containing JSON objects representing
collection-level metadata that are supposed to follow the collection-level schema we created. To
validate the final schema JSON collection in a given file, perform the following steps:
1. Move to the directory containing the ‘validate_col_data.py’ Python script, if you are not
there already.
2. On the command line, execute ‘python validate_col_data.py [data_file]’
3. If there is no output, the validator did not detect any problems with any of the collectionlevel data in the file.
4. If an assertion failure or exception occurs:
c. At least one tweet object in the input file had a field that didn’t match the schema
in some way. This could be due to the field being missing, being of the wrong
type, being in the wrong place in the JSON object hierarchy, or in some cases
having a value inconsistent with the field’s logically possible range.
d. Examine the line in the validator script where the exception occurred to determine
what type of failure there was.
Note that for this script to pass without exceptions, the input data must follow the format of one
JSON object per line and contain objects that follow the final collection-level schema. The file
can contain an arbitrary number of JSON collection-level objects. Importantly, the script will
work regardless of what original data source (SFM, YTK, or DMI-TCAT) the collection
metadata objects were originally converted from, as long as the data follow our final schema
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properly. In fact, this script is a very helpful way to check that future modifications to our
conversion scripts result in JSON objects that have consistent formatting regardless of the source
from which they were converted.
In addition to using the validator scripts, users might be interested in running the unit tests for the
SFM individual tweet converter. This requires the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Move to the parent of the ‘test’ directory, if not already there.
Execute ‘python test/test_convert_sfm.py’ on the command line.
If the last word of output is ‘OK’, all the tests passed.
If a test failed, open the ‘test_convert_sfm.py’ file, find the test case that failed, and
diagnose the problem.

7.2.3 Data Utilization Use Cases/Tasks Supported
In addition to the data conversion and data validation use cases, there are a few different use
cases supported related to the utilization of the output data. One example would be to perform
sentiment analysis on the text of the tweets, and would proceed as follows:
1. Import the Python JSON library.
2. Read in the data file using the open() function.
3. Pass each line of the file contents to the json.loads() function to create JSON objects.
4. Access the text field of each tweet object.
5. Pass each of these text fields to a preferred sentiment analysis model (e.g., deep neural
network).
6. Generate and display output.
Another example use case could be to determine the concentration of Twitter users in each
geographic area. This use case will start the same way as the first three steps of the previous use
case, and will then proceed as follows:
1. Filter out tweet objects with null data in the geo dict.
2. For each geographic region of interest, tally the number of distinct users encountered
among the tweets within that geographic region. The geographic region can be
determined either as a function of the coordinate data or through the country field in the
geo component of the JSON object.
3. Display the tallies for each geographic region.
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Finally, an additional use case could be to track the prevalence of tweet hashtags over time. This
use case will start the same way as the first three steps of the first use case, and will then proceed
as follows:
1. Compile a list of hashtags of interest to track over time.
2. For each tweet, access its list of hashtags through the ‘hashtags’ list field in the ‘entities’
dictionary.
3. Iterate through the hashtag list, tallying which (if any) hashtags of interest the tweet
contains.
4. Find the date when the tweet was created using the ‘created_at’ field. Generate a record
giving two values, hashtag and date, for each such pair identified. Sort and tabulate all of
the generated records into what can be used for a histogram or plot.
5. Generate a plot with tweet dates on the x-axis and the number of tweets containing each
hashtag of interest on the y-axis.
Many other use cases are possible, but these should be sufficient to show the usefulness of our
deliverables.

7.3 Tutorials on Use
The only library required to make use of our deliverables is the JSON library, although if one
wants to produce more data using the YTK or DMI-TCAT converters, it is also necessary to
install MySQL. Fortunately, JSON is already part of the Python standard library, so any users
that already have Python installed don’t need to install JSON separately. However, MySQL
requires a separate installation.
Our provided data is in the JSON format, which makes it easy to read in and do analysis on. Just
like with SFM, each line in our data files contains a single JSON object. Each JSON object refers
to an individual tweet in the individual tweet data and a collection in the collection-level data.
Regardless of which data type is being utilized, the process for reading it is similar. Use the file
handling API of your preferred programming language to iterate through the lines in the JSON
file, and pass each line to a JSON object constructor like Python’s json.loads() function to obtain
a JSON object representing the tweet or collection data. The data can then be accessed as
attributes within the object returned. Some values may be null, so remember to check for those
during parsing.
For help on understanding the structure of our JSON objects and the properties of each field,
consult the JSON schemas we have provided as deliverables to this project. To get specific
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examples of JSON objects that appear in our data, one can simply read in and print out lines
from our data files. To make this output easier to read, a pretty printer can be used, for instance
by passing indent=4 to the Python json.dump() or json.dumps() function when the JSON object
is serialized for printing.
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8.0 Developer’s Manual
8.1 Inventory of All Files
Tables 4-10 detail all of the files that are present in our repository.
Table 4: Input data files
Filename

Description

Format

sfm_sample_c Sample file of SFM data.
ollection_covid
_library.json

Each line contains an JSON object
following the SFM schema representing a
single tweet, and there are exactly
200,171 tweet objects represented.

ytk2Sample file of YTK data.
eom_all_mysql
.sql

The file takes the form of a series of SQL
commands. These form a YTK database.

DMI_TCAT_s
ample_Budget
2015.gz

The file takes the form of a series of SQL
commands, like a .sql file. These form a
DMI-TCAT database.

Sample file of DMI-TCAT data.

tweet_json_res Example TwitterV2 tweets we
ponse_example moved into the repository early
s.json
on when we were considering
what fields to include in the
schema.

A JSON list containing two JSON tweet
objects that follow the TwitterV2 schema.

Collection_Tab File of known tweet collections
le_for_IA_found in the tweet data across all
_rich_collectio three sources
ns.csv

Comma Separated Values

Table 5: Output data files
Filename

Description

Format

dmi_sample_output.json

Sample output created from
running dmi_converter.py
script.

The output file contains JSON
tweets in the new schema,
printed with an indent level of
4.
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ytk_collection.json

JSON file of the outputted
collection level data from the
YTK tweet data

The output file contains 1
JSON tweet object in the new
schema per YTK archive per
line.

Filename

Command to use

Description

test/test_convert_sfm.py

$ python
test/test_convert_sfm.py

Unit test file for the SFM
tweet converter.

read_sfm.py

$ python read_sfm.py
<json_filename>

Python script that reads in an
SFM JSON file and prints out
the first two JSON objects.

convert_sfm.py

$ python convert_sfm.py
<sfm_filename> >
<output_file>

Python script that converts an
SFM tweet data file into
individual tweet data in the
new schema.

summarize_sfm.py

$python summarize_sfm.py
<sfm_filename> >
<output_file>

Python script that takes an
SFM tweet file as input and
creates a collection-level
JSON object describing the
collection.

Filename

Command to use

Description

read_sql.py

$ python read_sql.py
<ytk_filename>

Python script that reads in and
prints a YTK SQL file,
including the tables in the
database and the first few
entries of the ‘archives’ table.
This script is supplemental for
debugging purposes. It is a
good way to test whether you
are using the right MySQL
username and password when
troubleshooting.

Table 6: SFM script files

Table 7: YTK Script Files
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In most cases, this command
should run fine as it is, but in
some environments (such as
Windows Git Bash), it must
be run with ‘winpty python’
instead of just ‘python’ to
prevent the script from
hanging on the call to
getpass().
This script requires entering a
MySQL username and
password.
ytk_mysql_to_json.py

$ python
ytk_mysql_to_json.py

Python script that converts an
YTK file of tweet data into
tweet data in the new schema.

OR
$ winpty python
ytk_mysql_to_json.py
ytk_collection_converter.py

$ python
ytk_collection_converter.py
Collection_Table_for_IA__rich_collections.csv

The file will ask for the
username and password of the
same MySQL user for the
read_sql.py file
The file will also ask for a
database in MySQL to read
tweet data from.

Table 8: DMI-TCAT Script Files
Filename

Command to use

Description

dmi_reader.py

$ python dmi_reader.py
<dmi_tcat_filename>

Stores data into MySQL
database. Asks for username,
password, hostname, and
database to store in.
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dmi_converter.py

$ python dmi_converter.py
<output_file>
OR
$ python dmi_converter.py

Python script that connects to
a MySQL database and
converts given data into the
new schema. Asks for
username, password,
hostname, and database of
tweets.

summarize_dmi.py

$ python summarize_dmi.py
<output_file>

Python script that is used to
collect all of the tweet IDs in
a collection. It outputs a
single JSON object that
follows the collection level
schema to a file that compiles
a list of all of the tweets in a
collection.

Table 9: Validator Script Files
Filename

Command to use

Description

validate_ind_data.py

$ python validate_ind_data.py
<json_filename>

Python script that is used for
validating output JSON tweets in the
final schema we designed.
If this script produces an exception or
an assertion fails, then a tweet field
was missing, in the wrong location,
had the wrong type, or had some other
problem. Check the script to find the
source of the exception/assertion
failure to diagnose the issue.

validate_col_data.py

$ python validate_col_data.py
<json_filename>

Python script that is used for
validating output JSON collection
objects in the final schema we
designed.
If this script produces an exception or
an assertion fails, then a tweet field
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was missing, in the wrong location,
had the wrong type, or had some other
problem. An assertion will also fail if
the tweet count didn’t match the
number of tweet ids in a collection or
if there were duplicates in the
hashtags list (duplicates here
unnecessarily waste space). Check the
script to find the source of the
exception/assertion failure to diagnose
the issue.

Table 10: Miscellaneous code files
Filename

Command to use

Description

README.md

N/A

Brief explanation of the project

SFM_tweet_sch N/A
ema.zeppelin.out
put

JSON schema file describing the SFM
format followed by the provided SFM
tweets.

read_tweet_exa
mples.py

$ python read_tweet_examples.py
<twitter_json_filename>

Python script that reads in JSON
tweets in the TwitterV2 schema

util/empty.py

N/A

Contains three JSON objects with all
empty fields. After importing and
deep copying these JSON objects,
users can fill in only the non-null
fields to avoid having to manually
assign all unused fields to null. For an
example of this pattern, see
test/test_convert_sfm.py lines 422452. The tweet objects are:
● empty_collection (empty
collection-level tweet object)
● empty_output (empty
individual tweet object)
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● empty_user (empty user object
to be nested in the individual
tweet object)
When copying an empty object, use
the function deepcopy() from the
Python ‘copy’ module instead of the
copy() method of the empty object to
perform a deep copy rather than a
shallow copy.

8.2 Dependencies
All of the scripts were written in Python 3. The scripts include dependencies to certain Python
libraries outside of the Python Standard Library that will need to be installed via pip from the
Python Package Index [6]. The complete list of installation dependencies is as follows:
● mysql-connector-python 8.0.27
● pandas 1.3.4
● PyMySql 1.0.2

8.3 Repository Structure
Our code repository is relatively simple, but there are a few conventions we have been following
that might make it easier for future developers if they continue to follow them.
There are only two directories in the repository, ‘test’ and ‘util’. The ‘test’ directory is for unit
tests and now only contains the SFM individual tweet converter unit test, ‘test_convert_sfm.py’.
If future developers create more unit tests, we recommend that they be placed here. The ‘util’
directory is for auxiliary functions and data and now only contains ‘empty.py’, which has empty
JSON objects representing tweet collections, individual tweets, and Twitter users. Importing and
deep copying objects from this file can help reduce the need to manually set a lot of unused
fields to null when performing data conversions.
Right now, all other files are stored right under the repository root.
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9.0 Lessons Learned
Following are some lessons we have learned and challenges we have faced. Section 9.1 gives the
initial timeline we set up at the beginning of the semester. It involves having 8 milestones that
represent our progress in this project. We planned to meet the client once every two weeks, but
once per week in the last few weeks of the schedule. We kept regular contact with the client
through emails if we needed directions in the project.

9.1

Timeline and Schedule
● Week of 9/7: Figure out how to read in collected data (YTK and SFM) into a Python
program; review v2 schema; come up with schema options, and put together
presentation; assign team roles and responsibilities
● Week of 9/13: First presentation detailing project outline, timeline, and deliverables
● Week of 9/20: Complete script for reading in YTK data, begin developing format for
JSON collection-level schema. Milestone 1 completion
● Week of 9/27: Complete script for reading in SFM data, continue developing JSON
collection-level schema. Milestone 2 completion
● Week of 10/4: Complete script for reading in DMI-TCAT data, continue developing
JSON collection-level schema. Milestone 3 completion
● Week 10/11: Finalize JSON collection-level schema, begin developing format for
JSON individual tweet schema. Milestone 4 completion
● Week of 10/18: Begin working on how the current tweet data translates into the
prototype schema, continue developing JSON individual tweet schema
● Week of 10/25: Continue developing JSON unified tweet master schema, begin
developing script for converting tweet data to new schema
● Week of 11/1: Second presentation detailing progress on project and what still needs
to be completed, make necessary changes to timeline, prepare and complete interim
report
● Week of 11/8: Complete development of JSON individual tweet schema, complete
scripts for converting tweet data to new schemas. Milestones 5, 6 and 7 completion
● Week of 11/15: Test script for converting tweet data to the JSON master schemas,
create set of converted JSON tweets data. Milestone 8 completion
● Week of 11/29: Prepare final presentation detailing project outcomes and providing
the deliverables, prepare final report
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● Week of 12/6: Complete final report, project completion
Although we generally completed tasks in the order listed on the timeline, things came up that
resulted in exceptions to this order:
● We experienced challenges as mentioned in Section 9.2 with converting our data, so we
had to delay completing the conversion scripts and testing the data. Thus, from the initial
timeline above, the weeks from 11/15 to 12/6 had to be adjusted.
● We expected to create and complete the collection level schema first, however, the
individual tweet schema was actually completed first before moving onto collection level
schema.
● When actually completing the project, the SFM individual and collection-level tweet
conversion script ended up being completed earlier than the other conversion scripts. The
DMI-TCAT individual and collection-level tweet conversation script ended up being
done much later in the schedule due to complexity of it compared to other scripts we had
to work on.

9.2

Challenges

The challenges faced by the team include the actual conversion of the data to a new schema. The
team faced the challenge of having to convert MySQL to JSON as well as extracting all
information for a single tweet from MySQL due to tweet data being broken into multiple tables.
Specifically, for DMI-TCAT, the main challenge was putting the tables together as tweet data
was broken up into sections. As a result of this challenge, the approach taken to gather all
information of a single tweet was to access each table individually and pull the information out
based on tweet ID. Because of this, data for each tweet was accessed directly from the MySQL
database and converted to the JSON schema.
For SFM (which is already in JSON), one challenge was that almost all of the fields are nullable
including fields that have subfields and list elements. This means that the parser code has to
constantly perform null checks when attempting to access fields. Additionally, there appeared to
be a lot of cases where the fields were entirely missing rather than null, which also requires an
explicit check to avoid KeyErrors upon attempting to access the field value.
Another challenge was that each SFM tweet object is very large and therefore a large number of
fields must be copied over into the new tweet schema to preserve all the important information in
SFM. This makes writing unit tests cumbersome because the input and output example tweets
may have a very large number of fields each.
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We also faced challenges when coming up with the JSON individual tweet schema. SFM had
significantly more fields than both the DMI-TCAT and YTK formats, which means that
preserving the important SFM data requires including a lot of setting fields to null in the DMITCAT and YTK conversion scripts. This effort can be mitigated by providing an example of an
empty tweet in the new schema, so that DMI-TCAT and YTK scripts can each import this tweet
and only fill in the fields that are actually present in their respective input data formats.
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10.0 Future Work
While there has been progress made in this project, there are possible improvements and future
work that could be done. Further improvements in the performance of the scripts could be
implemented to help improve the rate at which the data can be converted. Table 11 shows the
current runtimes of our scripts on the sample data we were given by our client:
Script

Runtime Tweets
Processed

Environment

SFM
Individual

27.999s

200,171

CentOS Linux 7, bash, 15 GB RAM

SFM
Collection

13.969s

200,171

CentOS Linux 7, bash, 15 GB RAM

YTK
Individual

2m
59.065s

750,052

CentOS Linux 7, bash, 15 GB RAM

YTK
Collection

41.804s

750,052

CentOS Linux 7, bash, 15 GB RAM

DMI-TCAT
Individual

73m
18.707s

98,171

CentOS Linux 7, bash, 15 GB RAM

DMI-TCAT
Collection

3m
30.895s

98,171

CentOS Linux 7, bash, 15 GB RAM

Table 11: Script runtimes
This would help with converting at least 6 billion tweets that the library should receive from this
effort, and possibly more future tweet data from the three collection systems if data continues
being collected.
There is still work that needs to be done to finish the implementation of the collection level
converters. This is because during the semester we were unaware we had to tie each collection to
the spreadsheet found on the events archive site [5]. At this time, our scripts only compile a list
of the tweet IDs and the rest of the collection level schema is left blank (i.e., null). To remedy
this, some strategy must be devised to link the rows of the spreadsheet that give the collection
level schema information such as collection ID, collection name, collection description,
wikipedia article, etc. to the list of compiled tweet IDs that are extracted from the data. One
possible strategy that was discussed with the client is to use the keywords that are found in the
tweets to match them up to which collection they belong in.
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We were informed that it would be cleaner to have a third schema that maps the collection IDs to
tweet IDs, rather than storing the collection ID-tweet IDs mapping in the collection-level schema
via the tweet IDs field in that schema. To make this change, one could delete the tweet ID field
from the collection-level schema, modify the collection-level conversion scripts to not process
this field, and add new scripts that, given a tweet collection, can collect the tweet IDs in the
collection and output a collection ID-tweet IDs mapping. This mapping could be stored in JSON
format, like the current collection objects, or in a MySQL file.
The next task for the future would be to use our scripts we have implemented and start
converting the tweet data into the new schema.
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